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SOLUTIONS FROM THE MAGAZINE 
 
Spring in the Garden; pp. 4–5 
Task 2: 1 tree house; 2 between; 3 plants; 4 in; 5 behind; 6 in front of; 7 basket; 8 green. The 
message: Spring is here! 
 
Your Story; pp. 6–7 
Task 3:  
There are two yellow eggs behind the red bag in picture A, but there are three yellow eggs behind 
the red bag in picture B.  
There is one red egg on the shelf in picture A, but there are two red eggs on the shelf in picture B.  
There are three green eggs in a shoe in picture A, but there is one green egg in a shoe in picture B.  
There is one white egg under the chair in picture A, but there are two white eggs under the chair in 
picture B.  
There is no black egg in the green bag in picture A, but there is one black egg in the green bag in 
picture B.  
 
Let's Play a Game; pp. 12–13 
Task 2: 8: A brown bird is behind the basket. A green bird is behind the tree. A red bird and a blue 
bird are in the tree. A white bird is behind Clara. A black bird is in the treehouse. A purple bird is next 
to Darren. An orange bird is behind Molly. 
 
Let's Colour!; p. 14 
Task 2: There are three carrots in a basket. There is an orange flower. There are some peas between 
the basket and the flower. There are three tomatoes next to the peas. 
 
Animal Crossing: New Horizons; pp. 15–16 
Pancetti: She's a brown pig. She says "sooey"; Rod: He's a purple mouse. He says "ace"; Cole: He's a 
black rabbit. He says "duuude"; Frank: He's a green bird. He says "crushy"; Colton: He's a white 
horse. He says "check it"; Kiki: She's a black cat. She says "kitty cat". 
 
Puzzles; p. 18 
Task: 1 Peter is a rabbit; 2 Peter wears a blue jacket; 3 Mr McGregor has tomatoes in his garden; 4 
Rabbits like to eat carrots; 5 The family goes by train; 6 This rabbit is wearing a yellow shirt; 7 This 
rabbit is in a box. The writer's name is Beatrix Potter.  
 


